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ABSTRACT
Calculating the energy gradient in parameter space has become an almost ubiquitous subroutine
of variational near-term quantum algorithms [1, 2, 3]. “Faithful” classical emulation of this sub-
routine mimics its quantum evaluation [4], and scales as O(P 2) gate operations for P variational
parameters. This is often the bottleneck for the moderately-sized simulations, and has attracted HPC
strategies like “batch-circuit” evaluation [5, 6]. We here present a novel derivation of an emulation
strategy to precisely calculate the gradient in O(P ) time and using O(1) state-vectors, compatible
with “full-state” state-vector simulators. The prescribed algorithm resembles the optimised tech-
nique for automatic differentiation of reversible cost functions [7], often used in classical machine
learning [8], and first employed in quantum simulators like Yao.jl [4]. In contrast, our scheme
derives directly from a recurrent form of quantum operators, and may be more familiar to a quantum
computing community. Our strategy is very simple, uses only “apply gate”, “clone state” and “inner
product” primitives and is hence straightforward to implement and integrate with existing simula-
tors. It is compatible with gate parallelisation schemes, and hardware accelerated and distributed
simulators. We describe the scheme in an instructive way, including details of how common gate
derivatives can be performed, to clearly guide implementation in existing quantum simulators. We
furthermore demonstrate the scheme by implementing it in Qiskit [9, 10], and perform some com-
parative benchmarking with faithful simulation. Finally, we remark upon the difficulty of extending
the scheme to density-matrix simulation of noisy channels.
1 Introduction
Variational quantum algorithms show promise as an early application of near-term and noisy intermediate-scale quan-
tum (NISQ) computers [1, 11]. They involve iteratively producing a succession of quantum states from a parameterized
“ansatz” circuit, in order to find the optimum of some measurable cost function. Many employ a gradient based opti-
miser [2, 3], whereby the gradient of the cost function is evaluated, with respect to the ansatz parameters, and is used
in updating them. For example, gradient descent to find the ground-state energy under a Hamiltonian prescribes a
change in parameters ~θ of
∆~θ ∝ −∇〈E(~θ)〉 , (1)
where 〈E(~θ)〉 is the expected energy of the ansatz state informed by ~θ, and where each gradient entry ∂ 〈E〉 /∂θi is
evaluated independently. There are several techniques to perform this evaluation [12, 13, 14, 15], with similar quantum
resource costs; For P = dim ~θ parameters, estimating the energy gradient will involve O(P 2) gates total, excluding
measurements. A simple illustration is via finite-difference approximation,
δθ
∂ 〈E〉
∂θi
≈ 〈E(θi + δθ)〉 − 〈E(θi)〉 , (2)
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where evaluating each 〈E(θi + δθ)〉 requires a fixed number of evaluations of the full Ω(P )-gate ansatz.
Classical simulation of variational quantum algorithms like these is a crucial step in their development. Owing to
the exponentially growing cost of simulating even a perfect quantum computer, considerable effort has been invested
in building high-performance and hardware-accelerated simulators [4, 9, 10, 16, 17, 18]. These simulators aim to
speedup simulation of general quantum circuits at the gate level. Ergo, they can classically evaluate the energy gradient
by a direct emulation of the quantum evaluation, in O(P 2) gates. This turns out to be a sub-optimal parallelisation
granularity for simulating variational algorithms. Very recently, so-called “batch” strategies have emerged for parallel
evaluation of entire circuits, which can in combination speed up simulation of variational routines [5, 6]. Though they
admit the sameO(P 2) scaling, they can use parallel hardware to, for example, simultaneously evaluate ∂ 〈E〉 /∂θi for
several values of i.
Since ansatz circuits are typically unitary, and since unitaries are reversible, an asymptotically faster strategy is possi-
ble. The so-called “reverse mode” of automatic differentiation [7, 19], a canonical technique for classically evaluating
gradients of cost functions in the machine learning literature [8], scales in runtime as O(P ). This technique usually
involves caching intermediate states of the evaluation, at a multiplicative P cost in memory [7], though this can be
reduced to a constant overhead for reversible cost functions [20]. Indeed, this has been employed for speeding up
evaluation of quantum gradients in Yao.jl [4], a recent state-of-the-art quantum simulator with leading performance
in simulating variational algorithms.
In this technical note, we present a similar technique with the same runtime and memory costs, derived directly from
a recurrency in the analytic form of the gradient. It prescribes a simple re-ordering of how the analytic forms of the
energy derivatives are numerically evaluated, to avoid repeated simulation of any one ansatz gate. We outline how it
can precisely compute the entire gradient∇〈E〉 inO(P ) gate primitives, andO(1) memory, without invoking caching
or finite-difference approximations. We describe in detail how the technique can be integrated into existing quantum
simulators, and even discuss how gate derivatives can be enacted with existing simulator facilities in Appendix A. We
also present extensions to the algorithm to support multi-parameter gates, non-unique ansatz parameters, non-unitary
ansatz circuits and non-Hermitian cost operators, in Appendix B. We stress that our algorithm is a strong-simulation
strategy, rather than one for emulation, and hence is most useful to quickly obtain the behaviour of a gradient-based
algorithm when run on a perfect quantum machine.
2 Gradient evaluation
2.1 Scope
Below, we detail our simulation strategy for efficient classical evaluation of gradients of any expected value, though
we use energy under a Hamiltonian as an example. We make no assumption about the form of the Hamiltonian — it
can be time dependent, and may change freely between evaluations of the gradient. Even the condition of Hermiticity
can be relaxed, as shown in Appendix B.4. For simplicity, the outline of our algorithm below assumes each gate has
a single unique parameter, though our scheme is easily extended to repeated parameters and multi-parameter gates,
as presented in Appendices B.1 and B.2. Our presentation assumes the ansatz circuit is unitary, but this may also
be relaxed, as discussed in Appendix B.3. In its current form, our strategy applies only for noise-free state-vector
simulation, though we discuss the seemingly less permissive task of density matrix simulation in Appendix C.
We make few assumptions about the capability of the simulator. We require it can apply the operator of interest, e.g.
Hamiltonian, to a state-vector and hence produce an intermediate unnormalised state. Note even a non-Hermitian
operator is compatible, to admit an imaginary gradient. We assume a non-normalised state can have further gates
operated upon it, and can have its inner product with another state calculated. We assume applying inverse unitaries
is supported and efficient, as is applying the derivative of a gate, and we outline how to compute such derivatives
in Appendix A. Note a gate derivative is in general non-unitary, and need not be calculated analytically; it can be
evaluated numerically with e.g. finite difference methods. We hence furthermore assume the simulator can multiply
non-unitary but tractable matrices upon a state-vector. These facilities are simple and present in practically all modern
quantum computing simulation frameworks. By using only these assumed facilities, our algorithm is compatible with
other parallelisation and optimisation schemes used by high-performance simulators, like hardware acceleration and
distribution.
2.2 Derivation
We here derive an analytic recurrence relation for the gradient. Understanding the derivation is an important step in
understanding the subsequent algorithm. Let 〈E(~θ)〉 be the energy (under Hamiltonian Hˆ) of a pure state |ψ(~θ)〉,
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produced by a parameterized ansatz circuit Uˆ(~θ) acting on fixed input state |in〉. That is
|ψ(~θ)〉 = Uˆ(~θ) |in〉 . (3)
The i-th element of the energy gradient is
∂ 〈E〉
∂θi
=
∂
∂θi
〈ψ(~θ)|Hˆ|ψ(~θ)〉 = ∂
∂θi
〈in|Uˆ†(~θ)HˆUˆ(~θ)|in〉 (4)
= 〈in| ∂Uˆ
†(~θ)
∂θi
HˆUˆ(~θ) |in〉+ 〈in| Uˆ†(~θ)Hˆ ∂Uˆ(
~θ)
∂θi
|in〉 (5)
= 2 < 〈in| Uˆ†(~θ)Hˆ ∂Uˆ(
~θ)
∂θi
|in〉 , (6)
invoking Hˆ = Hˆ†. Assume the ansatz Uˆ is composed of P gates, Uˆi, each with a unique parameter θi. That is,
Uˆ(~θ) = UˆP (θP ) . . . Uˆ1(θ1). Then
∂ 〈E〉
∂θi
= 2 < 〈in| Uˆ†1 (θ1) . . . Uˆ†P (θP ) Hˆ UˆP (θP ) . . .
dUˆi
dθi
. . . Uˆ1(θ1) |in〉 . (7)
Notate
Ui:j =
i∏
k=j
Uˆk(θk), and prod
[ |a〉 , |b〉 ] = 〈a|b〉 . (8)
We add no hat to symbol Ui:j merely to emphasise it as a sequence of gate primitives, rather than a single gate. The
i-th element of the gradient can then be expressed as
∂ 〈E〉
∂θi
= 2 < prod[U1:P |in〉 , Hˆ Ui+1:P dUˆi
dθi
U1:i−1 |in〉
]
, (9)
= 2 < prod[Ui+1:P † Hˆ U1:P |in〉 , dUˆi
dθi
Ui:P
† U1:P |in〉
]
, (10)
= 2 < prod[Ui+1:P † Hˆ |ψ〉 , dUˆi
dθi
Ui:P
† |ψ〉 ]. (11)
By denoting
|φ〉i = Ui:P † |ψ〉 =⇒ |φ〉i = Uˆ†i |φ〉i+1 , (12)
|λ〉i = Ui+1:P † Hˆ |ψ〉 =⇒ |λ〉i = Uˆ†i+1 |λ〉i+1 , (13)
we make explicit the recurrence leveraged by our scheme;
∂ 〈E〉
∂θi
= 2 < prod[ |λ〉i , dUˆidθi |φ〉i ] (14)
= 2 < prod[Uˆ†i+1 |λ〉i+1 , dUˆidθi Uˆ†i |φ〉i+1 ]. (15)
2.3 Algorithm
The algorithm is a simple reordering of the operations involved in numerically evaluating the analytic form of the
gradient, by the recurrence relationship derived above. That is, we evaluate Equation 14, from i = P to i = 1, where
|λ〉i and |φ〉i are iteratively procured from their previous assignment. This avoids applying each gate in the ansatz
more than a fixed number of times. We formally present our strategy in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Calculating the noise-free gradient with state-vectors, using “reverse
mode”. Let G be the complexity of effecting a fixed-size gate upon an N -qubit
state-vector. Typically G scales with the number of amplitudes in the state-vector
as G = O(2N ).
Input : State-vectors |λ〉, |φ〉, |µ〉, an immutable input state |in〉, some
representation of a circuit U1:P with a single unique parameter in each
gate, and a Hamiltonian Hˆ in any applicable representation
Output: Each element of∇〈E〉
1 |λ〉 := |in〉 // clone state in O(G)
2 |λ〉 ← Uˆ1:P |λ〉 // apply P gates in O(P G)
3 |φ〉 := |λ〉 // clone state in O(G)
4 |λ〉 ← Hˆ |λ〉 // apply Hˆ in O(hN G)
5 for i ∈ {P, . . . , 1} do
6 |φ〉 ← Uˆ†i |φ〉 // apply gate in O(G)
7 |µ〉 := |φ〉 // clone state in O(G)
8 |µ〉 ← (dUˆi/dθi) |µ〉 // apply non-unitary in O(G)
9 ∇〈E〉i = 2 < 〈λ|µ〉 // compute inner product in O(G)
10 if i > 1 then
11 |λ〉 ← U†i |λ〉 // apply gate in O(G)
12 end
13 end
The total number of gates simulated in Algorithm 1 for an N -qubit P -parameter ansatz is O(P + hN), where h is
the number of terms in the Hamiltonian. An additional P inner products are performed, though each is typically as
costly as a single gate. In general, the once-off and unavoidable cost of applying the Hamiltonian will involve strictly
fewer than hN gate operations, depending on its representation. Despite Hamiltonians in the Pauli basis permitting
h = O(4N ) terms, typical tractable Hamiltonians of interest grow polynomially, like O(N4) [11]. Note also that the
cost of evaluating Hˆ |λ〉 in Line 4 of Algorithm 1 is likely already paid during simulation, in order to compute the
expected energy of the current parameter assignment. Hence, computing the full energy gradient via our algorithm
costs O(P ) gate primitives, and O(1) additional memory. We here-from loosely refer to our algorithm as ”reverse
mode”, to distinguish it from faithful techniques of gradient estimation.
3 Benchmarking
We benchmark a new Qiskit implementation of Algorithm 1, and compare it to a reference gradient computation using
the representation from Equation 9. Since each of the P gradient entries in ∇〈E〉 requires applying P gates, our
reference calculation scales as O(P 2). The reference algorithm is made explicit in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Calculating the noise-free gradient with state-vectors using a stan-
dard gradient scheme.
Input : State-vectors |λ〉, |µ〉, an immutable input state |in〉, some representation
of a circuit U1:P with a single unique parameter in each gate, and a
Hamiltonian Hˆ in any applicable representation
Output: Each element of∇〈E〉
1 |λ〉 := |in〉 // clone state in O(G)
2 |λ〉 ← Uˆ1:P |λ〉 // apply P gates in O(P G)
3 |λ〉 ← Hˆ |λ〉 // apply Hˆ in O(hN G)
4 for i ∈ {1, . . . , P} do
5 |µ〉 := |in〉 // clone state in O(G)
6 |µ〉 ← Uˆ1:i−1 |µ〉 // apply i− 1 gates in O((i− 1)G)
7 |µ〉 ← (dUˆi/dθi) |µ〉 // apply non-unitary in O(G)
8 |µ〉 ← Uˆi+1:P |µ〉 // apply P − i− 1 gates in O((P − i− 1)G)
9 ∇〈E〉i = 2 < 〈λ|µ〉 // compute inner product in O(G)
10 end
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|0〉 RX RZ · · ·
|0〉 RX RZ · · ·
|0〉 RX RZ · · ·
|0〉 RX RZ · · ·
|0〉 RX RZ · · ·
Circuit A
|0〉 H • RX · · ·
|0〉 H • • RX · · ·
|0〉 H • • RX · · ·
|0〉 H • • RX · · ·
|0〉 H • RX · · ·
Circuit B
|0〉 RY RZ • · · · RY RZ
|0〉 RY RZ • · · · RY RZ
|0〉 RY RZ • · · · RY RZ
|0〉 RY RZ • · · · RY RZ
|0〉 RY RZ · · · RY RZ
Circuit C
|0〉 RY RX • RY • RX · · · RY
|0〉 RY RX • RY • RX · · · RY
|0〉 RY RX • RY RX • · · · RY
|0〉 RY • RX RY • RX · · · RY
Circuit D
Figure 1: Ansatz circuits used in comparitive benchmarking of Algorithms 1 and 2. The dashed region is repeated to
increase the number of parameters during testing; everything after the dots is a fixed circuit suffix. Circuits A, B and D
are chosen from Reference [21] for their low and high expressibilities respectively. Note that Circuit D has a slightly
different entanglement structure as originally proposed, namely every entanglement layer swaps the role of control
and target qubit and periodically shifts all controlled-RX gates. To clarify this, the Figure of Circuit D also shows the
second layer with altered structure. Circuit C is the hardware efficient SU(2) 2-local circuit provided by Qiskit [10].
We benchmark the two schemes computing the gradients of four structurally distinct classes of ansatz circuits, shown
in Figure 1. This includes circuits nominated for their expressibility and entangling capability [21], as well as the
hardware efficient SU(2) 2-local circuit provided by Qiskit [10]. This latter circuit is a heuristic pattern, and a good
representation of a typical ansatz circuit used in the literature [15, 22, 23]. For each class of circuits, we vary the
number of parameters and resulting circuit depth up to P = 1290, and measure the runtime of both algorithms to
compute the full gradient under a simple Hamiltonian Hˆ = Hadamard⊗N . We fix the number of qubits (at N = 4, 5),
so as to fix the cost of the “apply gate”, “clone state” and “inner product” operations. The simulation results are
presented in Figure 2, and show excellent agreement with the expected O(P ) speedup of our reverse mode over the
reference gradient calculation.
3.1 Code availability
The benchmark code is available at github.com/Cryoris/gradient-reverse-mode.
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A Derivative of a gate
Here we present strategies for evaluating the derivative of a parameterised unitary gate, as required in Step 8 of
Algorithm 1. Rotation gates of the form Rˆx(θ) = exp(α i θXˆ), and similarly for Rˆy and Rˆz, admit a simple derivative
of the form
dRˆx(θ)
dθ
= α i Xˆ Rˆx(θ), (16)
and can hence be effected by merely operating both Xˆ and Rˆx(θ). The state-vector need not be scaled by coefficient
α i, which can instead be cheaply multiplied with the scalar evaluated in Step 9 of Algorithm 1. This strategy also
holds for rotations around general Pauli products, Rˆ(θ) = exp(α i θ
⊗
j σˆj), by applying each σˆj in turn. Since they
commute, the order of these operators is insignificant.
Some unitaries admit derivatives which cannot be expressed as a (scalar multiple of a) sequence of unitaries, but can
as a non-unitary operation. For example, the derivative of the phase gate,
d
dθ
(
1 0
0 exp(iθ)
)
=
(
0 0
0 i exp(iθ)
)
= i exp(iθ) |1〉〈1|, (17)
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can be effected by a projection of the target qubit into the 1 state, and the scaling of i exp(iθ) again deferred to
Step 9 of Algorithm 1. Such a projection is likely an existing efficient facility in a simulator, as an embarrassingly
parallelisable subroutine used in simulating quantum measurement.
Analytic unitary matrices specified element-wise can be differentiated either analytically if supported by the simulator
and language, else through finite-difference techniques. Ultimately, only a numerical form of the matrix and its
derivative, for the current assignment of the ansatz parameters, are needed in Algorithm 1. For example, given a gate
specified by matrix Uˆij(θ) = fij(θ), where f is a callable function returning a complex scalar, and given the current
assignment of θ = φ, only scalars Uˆij(φ) and ddθ Uˆij(θ)|θ=φ ≈ 1δθ (fij(φ+ δθ)− Uˆij(φ)) for each i, j are needed.
Derivatives of controlled gates can be effected as above, with an additional step of annihilating state-vector amplitudes
of the control qubits, which we notate below as c. This is because
d
dθ
Cc[Uˆ(θ)] =
d
dθ
(
(Uˆ(θ)− 1)⊗ |1 . . . 1〉〈1 . . . 1|c + 1⊗ 1c
)
(18)
=
dUˆ(θ)
dθ
|1 . . . 1〉〈1 . . . 1|c . (19)
Hence after applying dUˆ(θ)/dθ to its target qubits, we overwrite amplitudes for which the control qubits are not all 1,
with value 0. This is a multi-qubit (but still embarrassingly parallelisable) extension of the projection invoked in the
derivative of a phase gate.
An alternative possibility to compute the derivative of a controlled parameterised gate is to decompose it in terms
of parameterised single-qubit rotations and CNOTs. Howver, since the decomposition will generally contain multi-
ple occurences of the gate parameter the product rule must be employed to evaluate the derivative, as discussed in
Section B.2.
B Extensions to state-vector simulation
B.1 Gates with multiple parameters
Here we outline how to handle the case where a single ansatz gate Uˆi features multiple parameters, ~φ. This is very
simple, since the precondition for evaluating the derivative with respect to one parameter of the gate is the same for all
its parameters. That is, one evaluates all ∇〈E〉 elements associated with ~φ at the stage of Algorithm 1 when gate Uˆi
is visited. We outline this subroutine in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3: A replacement of lines 6-9 in Algorithm 1 to handle a gate Uˆj with
multiple parameters, φ1, . . . , φn, which correspond to gradient elements with in-
dices k1, . . . , kn
// loop over each parameter in gate Uˆi
1 for j ∈ {1, . . . , n} do
2 |µ〉 := |φ〉 // clone state in O(G)
3 |µ〉 ← (dUˆi/dφj) |µ〉 // apply non-unitary in O(G)
4 ∇〈E〉kj = 2 < 〈λ|µ〉 // compute inner product in O(G)
5 end
B.2 Repeated parameters
Here we outline how to relax the condition of parameter uniqueness between gates, so that a parameter θ can appear in
multiple gates. This does not compromise the performance, which remains dominated by a linear scaling in the number
of gates present in the circuit. Note though that in principle, if every parameter appeared at least P times each, then
our scheme below becomes as inefficient as finite-difference. However, this is an unrealistic scenario; even deliberate
efforts to reduce the number of parameters in an ansatz circuit by repeating them between gates, when permitted by
the problem, yield fewer than P repetitions [24].
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Assume θ is present only in gates Uˆi and Uˆj (where j > i). Then by the chain rule,
∂ 〈E〉
∂θ
= 2 < 〈in| Uˆ†1 . . . Uˆ†P Hˆ UˆP . . . Uˆj . . .
dUˆi
dθ
. . . Uˆ1 |in〉 (20)
+ 2 < 〈in| Uˆ†1 . . . Uˆ†P Hˆ UˆP . . .
dUˆj
dθ
. . . Uˆi . . . Uˆ1 |in〉 (21)
The repetition introduces a new term to θ’s derivative, of the form of that of a unique parameter. If we substitute
Ui(θ) → Ui(φ1) and Uj(θ) → Uj(φ2), then we can evaluate ∂ 〈E〉 /∂φ1 and ∂ 〈E〉 /∂φ2 independently, and later
compute ∂ 〈E〉 /∂θ = ∂ 〈E〉 /∂φ1 + ∂ 〈E〉 /∂φ2.
We can do this for any number of parameters repeated any number of times; assign all repeated parameters a new
unique variable, compute the energy gradient via Algorithm 1, then combine elements of the gradient which originally
corresponded to the same parameter. We outline this process in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4: Calculating the gradient under a circuit with repeated parameters
Input : Some representation of a circuit with a single, but possibly repeated,
parameter in each gate
Output: Energy gradient∇〈E〉
// make each parameter unique
1 let n = P
2 let m be an empty map
3 for gate in circuit do
4 let gate’s parameter be θi
5 if θi was already encountered then
6 substitute θi → θn+1
7 record θn+1 → θi in map m
8 increment n
9 end
10 record θi as encountered
11 end
// ensure parameters match gate order
12 record ordering of all parameters as r
13 sort all parameters by order of appearance in gates
// compute the gradient via new parameters
14 compute length-n ∇〈E′〉 via Algorithm 1
15 reorder∇〈E′〉 by ordering r
16 produce length-P ∇〈E〉 by summing elements of∇〈E′〉 according to map m
B.3 Non-unitary gates
Here we describe how to support a non-unitary but invertible ansatz circuit, even one that is not norm-preserving.
This introduces only a minor complication in how gates are “undone” in Algorithm 1. First, we clarify the role of the
conjugate-transpose. Line 11 of Algorithm 1, whereby |λ〉 ← U†j |λ〉 = U†j U†j::P Hˆ Uˆ1::P |in〉, updates state |λ〉 by
the adjoint of gate Uj only so that in the subsequent inner-product of line 9, this conjugation is undone. That is, line 9
computes
〈λ|µ〉 = 〈in|U†P ::1HUP ::j+1 Uj |µ〉 . (22)
Hence, the adjiont was invoked because (U†)† = U , and not because U† = U−1. Ergo line 9 is unchanged for a
non-unitary gate Uj →Mj . In contrast however, line 6 of Algorithm 1 updates |φ〉 ← U†j |φ〉 = U†j Uˆ1::j |in〉 with the
purpose of undoing Uj from the state. Hence to facilitate a non-unitary gate Mj , the line should instead read
|φ〉 ←M−1j |φ〉 . (23)
For the arguably most common case, where Mj is a single qubit gate, the inverse of its C2×2 matrix can be calculated
analytically as (
a b
c d
)−1
=
1
ad− bc
(
d −b
−c a
)
. (24)
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The inverse of a general non-unitary Mj could be found via a generic complex matrix inversion routine, though this
may be beyond the facilities of some simulators.
B.4 Non-Hermitian operators
Here we outline a simple extension to Algorithm 1 to substitute Hamiltonian Hˆ with any non-Hermitian operator Aˆ.
This will mean, in general, that the expected value and its gradient are complex [25]. To do so, we must revisit the
derivation which assumed Hermiticity in Equation 6. We have
∂ 〈E〉
∂θi
= 〈in| ∂Uˆ
†(~θ)
∂θi
AˆUˆ(~θ) |in〉+ 〈in| Uˆ†(~θ)Aˆ∂Uˆ(
~θ)
∂θi
|in〉 (25)
= 〈in| ∂Uˆ
†(~θ)
∂θi
AˆUˆ(~θ) |in〉+ 〈in| ∂Uˆ
†(~θ)
∂θi
Aˆ†Uˆ(~θ) |in〉∗ , (26)
and since Aˆ 6= Aˆ† in general, we cannot simplify further. Instead, we can run Algorithm 1 (with a minor change)
twice; once with operator Aˆ and once with Aˆ†, and sum their output gradients (complex conjugating the latter) as a
final step. The minor change is to replace Line 9 of Algorithm 1 with∇〈E〉i = 〈λ|µ〉, which can now be complex.
C Extension to density-matrix simulation
We do not presently present an algorithm of similar speedup for full-state density matrix simulation, nor do we prove it
impossible. Such an extension seems non-trivial, and the density matrix formalism does not permit the same analytic
forms leveraged by the state-vector simulation. Instead, we present several intuitive strategies for a density matrix
scheme which highlight the difficulty and ultimately do not offer a factor P speedup, but may inspire new directions
of optimisation.
The noise-free picture does permit an efficient density-matrix algorithm, for a strictly Hermitian operator (e.g. a
Hamiltonian as here notated). For 〈E(~θ)〉 = Tr(Uˆ(~θ) |in〉〈in| Uˆ†(~θ) Hˆ), an element of the energy gradient takes the
form
∂ 〈E〉
∂θi
= Tr
(
∂Uˆ
∂θi
|in〉〈in| Uˆ† Hˆ + Uˆ |in〉〈in| ∂Uˆ
†
∂θi
Hˆ
)
(27)
= Tr
(
ΛiHˆ + Λ
†
i Hˆ
)
(assigning Λi = Uˆ |in〉〈in| ∂Uˆ†∂θi )
= Tr
(
ΛiHˆ
)
+ Tr
(
ΛiHˆ
)∗
(under Hˆ† = Hˆ)
= 2 < Tr
(
Uˆ |in〉〈in| ∂Uˆ
†
∂θi
Hˆ
)
. (28)
To evaluate this iteratively, we could follow a similar protocol to the state-vector algorithm, by maintaining numerical
representations of Uˆ |in〉〈in| and ∂Uˆ†/∂θiHˆ separately, where we’ve prior expanded Hˆ into a dense 2N×2N complex
matrix (a one-time overhead, so that we can treat it like a state). The trace is an analogue of the inner-product, and
can be evaluated at the same O(22N ) cost as applying a gate (avoiding the otherwise expensive expensive full matrix
product) by leveraging that
Tr(µ η) =
2N∑
i
(µ η)ii =
2N∑
j
2N∑
k
µjk ηkj . (29)
However, the introduction of noise operators disables this strategy. Let a channel Di(ρ) =
∑
ji
KˆjiρKˆ
†
ji
composed
of Kraus operators {Kˆji : ji = 1, 2, . . . } follow each unitary gate Uˆi in the ansatz circuit. We assume the noise is
independent of the parameters, which otherwise introduces additional terms in the expressions below. We can first
appreciate that “undoing” an operator from a register, which previously exploited that Uˆ−1 = Uˆ†, is not so simple
for a general Kraus map. Though possible for strictly invertible noise (e.g. Pauli channels), general channels cannot
be undone and require caching the state before operation in order to later restore it; this introduces already an O(P )
memory cost. Furthermore, the presence of multiple terms in each channel jeopardises an efficient recurrent scheme.
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In this picture, the ith element of the gradient is
∂ 〈E〉
∂θi
= 2 < Tr
Hˆ ∑
jP
· · ·
∑
j1
KˆjP UˆP . . . Kˆji
dUˆi
dθi
. . . Kˆj1Uˆ1 |in〉〈in| Uˆ†1Kˆ†j1 . . . Uˆ†P Kˆ†jP
 . (30)
Observe there is now no natural partition between two sub-expressions. Instead, there are O(MP ) terms (where M
is the maximum number of Kraus operators per channel), each of which would need to be separately maintained in
any iterative evaluation. This is easily intuited; in the state-vector picture, unitaries could be applied “in reverse” by
left-multiplying them onto the adjoint space. In the density matrix picture however, applying noise in reverse would
require an “outward in” evaluation of the operators in Equation 30. This cannot be done without deferring evaluation
until the inner most channel is evaluated, and hence requires propagating O(MP ) terms.
Another idea is to invoke the Choi-Jamiolkowski isomorphism; we replace the 2N ×2N matrix |in〉〈in| with a 22N ×1
vector which we notate as ||in〉〉. We transform
Uˆ |in〉〈in| Uˆ† → U∗ ⊗ U ||in〉〉 , (31)
which admits operation in the same time, since Uˆ and Uˆ∗ can be applied separately to different partitions of the state
without evaluation of the tensor product, in O(22N ). The benefit is that each Kraus map can be replaced with a single
superoperator,
S =
∑
j
Kˆ∗j ⊗ Kˆj ,
∑
j
Kˆjρ Kˆ
†
j → S ||ρ〉〉 (32)
so that the gradient now has the form
∂ 〈E〉
∂θi
= 2 < trace
[(
1
⊗2N ⊗ Hˆ
)
SP (U
∗
P ⊗ UP ) . . . Si
d
dθi
(U∗i ⊗ Ui) . . . S1(U∗1 ⊗ U1) ||in〉〉
]
, (33)
where
trace [ ||ρ〉〉 ] =
2N−1∑
n=0
||ρ〉〉(2N+1)n . (34)
This new form does permit iterative evaluation similar to that in Algorithm 1, but the cost of each operator when
“applied left” has become quadratically more costly. To illustrate this, consider that right-applying S onto ||ρ〉〉 is a
multiplication of a mostly-identity-matrix (i.e. one of the form 1⊗⊗M ⊗1⊗ where M is a fixed size) onto a 22N × 1
vector, and hence costs O(22N ). However, an iterative scheme analogous to that in Algorithm 1 would require we
first populate (1⊗2
N ⊗ Hˆ) as a dense 22N × 22N matrix (already costing O(24N )), and left-apply operators upon it.
Even if this can be done efficiently to make use of S being mostly-identity (and a strategy to do so is not obvious),
it costs at least quadratically more per-gate than in a naive evaluation of the gradient. It appears an iterative scheme
using the Choi-Jamiolkowski would cost O(P24N ), an expectedly much steeper cost than a naive gradient evaluation
of O(P 222N ), since otherwise the parameters P in an ansatz would exceed that needed for complete description of
any state.
D Benchmark specifications
The runtime statistics have been generated with Qiskit 0.20.0 on a 3.1 GHz Dual-Core Intel i7 machine with 16 GB of
RAM, running MacOS 10.15.5.
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